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Large Urban Schools 
Middle School Classroom 
Inconveniences…. 




Whole School Meeting 
Inconveniences 
 Connected	     	  Disconnected	  
Linguis(c	  Diversity	  
 Yupik	  First	     ELL	  Classroom	  
Alaska	  Educa(on	  Context	  
  Low	  level	  of	  student	  achievement/educational	  
success,	  especially	  among	  Alaska	  Native	  youth	  
  High	  drop-­‐out	  rate,	  nearly	  60%	  in	  some	  
communities	  
  Low	  %	  of	  college	  attendance	  per	  capita	  
  Highest	  rate	  of	  teen	  suicide	  per	  capita	  
  High	  teacher/principal	  turnover	  rate	  
  Increasing	  int’l	  immigrant	  population	  
  State	  Standards	  and	  Assessments/NCLB	  








A school-university partnership 
working together 
• through reflective professional 
learning 
• to create an interdependent network 
• focused on student learning 
• using culturally responsive teaching 
& data-informed decision-making 
 
$9.3 million Teacher Quality 













AEIN Conceptual Framework: Creating 













Networked Learning (Katz,, Earl & Jaafar, 2009; Anklam, 2007) 
•  Four distinct learning 
processes: 
◦  Learning from one 
another 
◦  Learning with one 
another 
◦  Learning of behalf of one 
another 
◦  Meta learning 
•  Characterized by: 
•  Focus on expertise as 
locus of professional 
authority 
•  Fluid roles and 
responsibilities  
•  Non-hierarchical 
People from different 
organizations engage 
with one another to 
learn together, to 
innovate and to enquire 
into practice.  
Professional Learning Communities	  
  “Deprivatize”	  practice	  
  Commitment	  to	  learning	  
for	  all	  members	  
  Shared	  values,	  vision,	  
commitments	  
  Reflective,	  on-­‐going	  
inquiry	  


















Framed our Work 
Three Fields of Knowledge  
(Jackson & Temperley, 2007) 
Culturally Responsive Motivational 
Framework  
 (Wlodkowski & Ginsberg, 1995) 












AEIN Network School 
Commitments 
  Develop and implement a school renewal plan.  
  Form a Data Team to assist in the collection and analysis 
of student learning and achievement data.  
  Prepare school Annual Report as an end-of-year self-
evaluation. 
  Share Annual Reports within the Network Schools. 
  Administer the NSDC survey on a yearly basis and use 
it as one measure to assess school culture 
  Serve as internship sites for ITE programmes 
Data Team Membership: Principal, Teacher Leader, Culture 
Bearer, additional members  
Network Development 
Learning Structures: 
  In-person academies and work sessions   
  On-line coursework/ PLD 
  On-line Mini-Networks 
  Site visits: IHE faculty to schools; school-to-
school 
  ITE interns in schools/rural experience 
Focused inquiry processes:  
  DataWise 
  Logic Model 
  Reflective, explicit modeling 
Public Practice:  
  Celebrations/Posters 
  Google Docs/Ning 
  Tuning & Discernment protocols 
  Probing Questions 
  Co-constructed Agendas 
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A supporting framework for network 
and site data teaming: Data-Wise Process 
  Structured data teams’ work 
  Reinforced developmental 
sequence for individuals 
  Provided a rubric for 
evaluation use and school 
inquiry 




Boudette, City, & Murnane, (2005) 
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Sequence of team building & inquiry focused 
development… 
 
  Year 1: Began with network academies to explore… 
◦  What/who constitutes core “data team” 
◦  Introduction of Data-wise process 
◦  First year data collection around pre-existing School Improvement Plan 
◦  Assessment literacy focus—state testing data 
  Year 2: Network academies NOT enough 
◦  Refined more site-specific projects and increased site visits 
◦  Added online assessment course—PD option/PG option 
◦  Logic Model Introduced linked to Data-wise  
◦  Scaffolds/ Template for School Report  
  Year 3: Reinforcing inquiry & collaboration protocols 
◦  Consciously developing trust-building strategies 
◦  Explicit reflection on Evaluation processes through collaborative data collection  
◦  CRT used as framework for PLD, no longer a “subject” to be taught 
◦  Established mini-networks to support PLD—web 2.0 tools 
◦  Poster as “school report” on Logic Model –Celebration 
◦  Shared data collection from Posters 
  Year 4: Started action research around data-teaming   
◦  Logic Model developed around focusing inquiry 
◦  Leadership Mini-Network 
◦  Discernment, probing questions & Critical Friend protocols 
◦  Co-construction of Academy agendas 
◦  Brought our “problems of practice” to shared space for inquiry 
  Year 5 & 6: Refined inquiry processes & incorporated “control” schools into Network 
AEIN Celebration 2010: AEIN Poster  
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AEIN is funded under a $9.3 million grant from the U.S. Department of Education. The ideas and opinions expressed here do not necessarily reflect the policies of the U.S. Department of Education or endorsement by the Federal Government.
Alaska Educational Innovations Network 
(AEIN)
believes that the expertise to improve schools 
and student learning exists within Alaska’s 
schools and universities, and that through 
networked learning this expertise can be 
effectively applied to school improvement 
efforts.
Networked Learning:
•Uses research-recognized tools such as logic 
models to integrate, focus, and improve staff 
efforts  around understanding and using data, 
assessing student growth and achievement, and 
improving instruction and learning.
•Builds capacity within schools and the state to 
design, implement and evaluate effective school 
improvement strategies.
Outcomes:
By building on the wisdom and expertise from 
partners across the network, school improvement 
efforts become both cost-effective and context 
specific, both for local schools and Alaska. 
Threadless Poetic Synergy, http://www.flickr.com/photos/revcruz/2091705061/
Emergence:
“Change begins as local actions spring up 
simultaneously in many different areas. When 
they become connected, local actions can emerge 
as a powerful  system with influence at a more 
comprehensive level.” 
Wheatley and Frieze “Using Emergence to Take 
Social Innovation to Scale”
Voices from Network Leaders:
“I’ve learned how to use data to create a logic 
model to improve performance, both my own and 
my students.”
“I’ve learned that there is no one solution for 
everyone.”
“That I have a voice and my experiences can add 
information to the teaching community.”  
“I have learned  that developing a logic model can 
be painful but promotes a sense of shared 
purpose and goals.”
Research:
Recent results from a fifteen year study by the 
University of Chicago Consortium on Chicago 
School Research, found that schools are ten times 
more likely to improve student achievement with 
support across leadership, professional 
development, environment, strong instructional 
guidance and materials, and a welcoming attitude 
towards parents and community.
State-wide Initiatives
Alaska’s Department of Education and Early 
Development (DEED) has recently produced a 
self-study guide for districts engaged in 
improvement efforts. The guide asks districts to 
assess their efforts across six domains including: 
leadership, professional development,  
environment, curriculum, instruction, and 
assessment.
Our Findings:
AEIN’s networked learning provides supports 
across DEED’s six domains as well as parent 
community emphasis.
.
Student achievement results are promising.The partners are all represented in a traditional 
model. Through our process, we evolved to the 
network on the right.  
AEIN Mini-Network Poster 2010 
Diversity brings strength
Like an ever renewing tidal pool,  
the addition of linguists and 
teacher educators from around the 
country and even across the world 
helped revitalize the discussions of 
returning members. Fox example, 
a conversation with colleagues in 
New Zealand raised awareness of 
our understanding of literacy of the 
landscape which we later 
connected to the culturally 
responsive process CRIOP from 
Kentucky researchers. Our group 
continued to deepen our learning 
around the importance of context.
Sustaining & Expanding
Alaskans for Language Acquisition 
has invited network members to 
keynote at their upcoming 
conference. In addition we will 
capture our networked learning 
journey on film case study.
AEIN is funded under a $9.3 million grant from the U.S. Department of Education. The ideas and opinions expressed here do not necessarily reflect the policies of the U.S. Department of Education or endorsement by the Federal Government.
Inquiry focused dialogue:
How is language connected to 
culture?
language from people that surround 
them, and the community they grow up 
How is oral language connected to 
the written word?
many Native languages were primarily 
oral. One would not be truly fluent 
Fimmaker
How does participation in a network 
affect your educational practice?
network that I would become a better 
Connecting the wisdom of practice with theory and research will 
result in new knowledge that can lead to change in practice. Like a pebble dropped into a pond, the 
addition of new members and ideas creates interactions that are positive, ongoing, and interactive. Ongoing, culturally 
relevant, job embedded dialogue helps to support changes in thinking and practice. 
<div xmlns:cc="http://creativecommons.org/ns#" about="http://www.flickr.com/photos/spoiltcat/2599859949/"><a rel="cc:attributionURL" href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/spoiltcat/">http://www.flickr.com/photos/spoiltcat/</a> / <a 
rel="license" href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/">CC BY-NC-ND 2.0</a></div>
Making our practice transparent
Relational trust among network members has 
led to examination of practice. Observation 
helps us to learn on behalf of each other. 
Descriptive feedback provides critical feedback 
for the observers and the observed. Travel 
allows us understand the uniqueness and 
similarities of contexts. 


















































































































AEIN Celebration 2010: Network Urban School Poster 
Facilitating Networked Inquiry 
  Tools/processes that supported facilitation  
& emergence of an action-oriented learning 
community: 
◦  Logic modeling 
◦ Data-wise cycle 
◦ Appreciative inquiry 
◦  Intentional protocols: probing questions, 
discernment 
◦ Organizational scaffolds: NING & E*live 
◦  Framed evaluation around CRT 
Motivational Framework 
 
Changes from 2005 to 2009 
Network Schools' NSDC Average Responses by Standard, 






























  Data Driven 
  Collaboration  
  Leadership 
  Learning Communities 
  Learning  
  Equity 
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Comparing Network and Control Schools 
2005: little if any difference 
















Data Driven Collaboration Leadership Learning
Communities
Learning Equity





Comparing Network and Control Schools 2009: 
 Network schools higher in every standard 
















Data Driven Collaboration Leadership Learning
Communities
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Comparison of Long-Term AEIN Network Schools with 
Similar Non-Network Schools 
Increased by more than 5 percentage points 
Scores up or down by 5 percentage points or less 
decreased by more than 5 percentage points 
Interweaving Empowerment Evaluation & 
Action-Research: Lessons Learned 
  Empowerment evaluation supported macro focus on 
project as a whole 
  Action research supported micro focus on the 
examination of practice in the teaching-learning space 
  Neither alone was sufficient 
  Together they allowed us to:  
◦  Grapple with unexamined core concepts & assumptions 
◦  Adapt to the iterative and organic nature of networked 
learning to develop Networked inquiry 
◦  Be responsive to contextual shifts 
The journey continues…. 
Quyana…Thank you 
www.uaa.alaska.edu/aein 
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